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Abstract

The main purpose of this study was to detect and classify public perceptions toward smog 
disasters on Twitter using topic modeling. To help achieve these objectives and to identify gaps 
in the literature, this research carried out a literature review on public opinions toward smog 
disasters and topic modeling. The literature review indicated that there are huge gaps in the 
related literature. In this research, this author formed five research questions to fill the gaps in the 
literature. And then this study performed research steps such as data extraction, word cloud 
analysis on the cleaned data, building the network of terms, correlation analysis, hierarchical 
cluster analysis, topic modeling with the LDA, and stream graphs to answer those research 
questions. The results of this research revealed that there exist huge differences in the most 
frequent terms, the shapes of terms network, types of correlation, and smog-related topics 
changing patterns between New York and London. Therefore, this author could find positive 
answers to the four of the five research questions and a partially positive answer to Research 
question 4. Finally, on the basis of the results, this author suggested policy implications and 
recommendations for future study.
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1. Introduction

Smog has become a worldwide problem. When the 

level of smog is high, people are likely to think its 

sources first. While some people may regard China 

as the main source of smog, others may think of cars 

or industries as the main causes of it. Smog risks 

seem to have serious effects on every corner of our 

daily lives. Many governments of the world have 

implemented a lot of policies to cope with smog 

disasters. Most of the anti-smog policies seem to 

have focused on the physical aspect of smog 

phenomenon. Smog risks have not only physical 

aspect but also psychological aspect. When the level 
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of smog is severe in China, many people are said to 

escape from urban areas to stay with their relatives 

in countryside. Those people are called “smog 

refugees.” Though smog risks have both physical 

aspect and psychological aspect, only a few studies 

have paid attention to the psychological aspect of 

smog risks. That is, some researchers have tried to 

detect public opinions toward smog risks 

(Bickerstaff et al. 2000; Semenza et al. 2008; 

Saksena 2011; Li et al. 2015; Yang et al. 2016; Cheng 

et al. 2017). Most of the studies as mentioned above 

utilized offline data to detect and classify public 

opinions smog risks. Using offline data collection 

methods such as face-to-face interview and 

questionnaire survey method is sure to cost 

researchers huge amount of time and money. And 

utilizing offline data collection methods prevents 

researchers from detecting rapidly changing public 

perceptions toward smog risks.

Social media such as Twitter has become a popular 

communication tool among citizens around the 

globe. Huge amounts of tweets are posted every day. 

Many people tweet regarding smog sources, smog 

level, smog-related government policies, the health 

effects of smog and so on. Even though a lot of people 

use social media to express their opinions 

concerning smog risks, only a few studies have used 

online data to detect public perceptions toward them 

(Sha et al. 2014; Chen et al. 2016; Chen et al. 2017). 

Most of the studies as reviewed above didn’t utilize 

Twitter data to detect public perceptions toward 

smog risks. They didn’t use topic modeling to 

classify public perceptions toward smog risks either. 

Topic modeling is looked upon as a very effective 

tool to detect and classify public perceptions toward 

a specific issue (Wang et al. 2011). Detecting and 

classifying public opinions toward smog risks is 

crucial to the successful implementation of 

government smog policies. Quite a few governments 

have failed to reflect public opinions regarding smog 

risks in their policy making processes as well. Hence, 

it is important for policy makers to correctly detect 

and classify public perceptions toward smog during 

the policy making processes.

Therefore, this study aims to detect and classify 

public perceptions toward smog risks on Twitter 

using topic modeling. This research is composed of 

seven sections. Followed by introduction, section 2 

focuses on a literature review on topic modeling and 

public perceptions toward smog risks. Section 3 

consists of research questions. Section 4 deals with 

methodology. Section 5 pays attention to the results 

of the study. Section 6 is composed of the discussions. 

The section 7 of this research is made up of a 

conclusion and recommendations for future research.

2. Review of Literature

2.1. Topic modeling

2.1.1. Definition of topic modeling

Topic modeling is a statistical method for 

detecting topics from a large amount of text 

documents without human supervision (Qin et al. 

2016). The method has attracted lots of attention 

since it was utilized by both scholars and 

practitioners around the globe. Theoretically, it is 

based on hierarchical probabilistic models (Jiang et 

al. 2015). The main proposition of this method is that 

a text document is composed of different latent 
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topics, and each latent topic is represented as a 

probability distribution over the term (Blei 2012). 

Just like latent variables in structural equation 

modeling (SEM), each topic cannot be directly 

observed but be rather inferred (Paul et al. 2014).

There are different types of topic models. Among 

them are Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA), 

Probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis (PLSA), and 

Latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) that are extensively 

utilized for social media data (Qin et al. 2016). LSA is 

a statistical method for extracting and representing 

the relations of expected contextual usage of words 

in text documents (Landauer et al. 1998). It doesn't 

use traditional methods such as semantic networks 

and lexicons. Probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis 

is a useful statistical method for analyzing two-mode 

and co-occurrence text data. This technique utilizes 

a mixture decomposition derived from a latent class 

model (Hofmann 1999). LDA is the most widely used 

topic modeling method. LDA uses a probabilistic 

procedure to explain how text documents are created 

(Blei et al. 2003). This method is based on the 

Probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis. That is, LDA 

regards text documents as bags of words created by 

topics. In this model, each document is assumed to 

have a multinomial distribution over topics, and each 

topic is in turn assumed to have a multinomial 

distribution over terms. Therefore, LDA can be 

interpreted as the extended version of PLSA (Thomas 

2001).

2.1.2. Review of literature related to topic 

modeling

A lot of studies have been conducted to identify 

topics in many fields using unsupervised topic 

modeling. For example, Hyunh et al. (2008) 

attempted to introduce a new method for detecting 

daily routines from on-body data. They utilized 

LDA to identify activity patterns. Their research 

results show that people’s activity patterns have 

significant correlation with daily routines. Hall et al. 

(2008) tried to discover the development patterns of 

idea in Computational Linguistics field. They used 

unsupervised topic modeling to analyze historical 

trends in that scientific field. They attempted to 

identify topics using LDA and examined how each 

topic changes over time. Their study results show 

that research topics in that field change greatly over 

time. Wang et al. (2011) tried to develop an 

algorithm to recommend academic papers to online 

community users. To achieve their research goal, 

they attempted to combine traditional text filtering 

methods with topic modeling. Their research results 

reveal that their recommendation method using 

topic modeling algorithm can provide services more 

effectively than traditional filtering system.

Bisgin et al. (2011) tried to find topics in drugs 

with similar safety concerns and/or effects 

together. They utilized the topic modeling approach 

with LDA to generate 100 drug related topics. Their 

study findings demonstrate that drugs clustered by 

topics have significant correlation with the same 

safety concerns and effects. Tuarob et al. (2013) 

made an attempt to create algorithms for automatic 

annotation of metadata. To achieve their research 

purpose, they utilized probabilistic topic modeling. 

They suggested a couple of algorithms for tag 

recommendation based on topic modeling method 

and TF-IDF (Term Frequency-Inverse Document 

Frequency) method. Regardless of the good 
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performance, their algorithms have some 

limitations such as scalability issue.

As we reviewed above, most of the topic models 

belong to unsupervised models. However, researchers 

revealed that unsupervised models may generate 

incoherent topics because those models can’t reflect 

human judgement (Liu et al. 2014a). Therefore, some 

scholars proposed knowledge-based topic 

modeling methods to address this problem. For 

example, Liu et al. (2014a) tried to develop new topic 

model in which knowledge can guide the model 

inference. They compared their model with other 

topic modeling methods such as LDA (Blei et al. 

2003), DF-LDA (Andrzejewski et al. 2009), GK-LDA 

(Chen et al. 2013), and AKL (Liu et al. 2014b). Then 

they tested their model using product reviews from 

50 websites. Their study results show that their 

model is effective and reliable in discovering topics.

2.2. Public perceptions toward smog risks

2.2.1. Definition of public perceptions 

toward smog risks

Today, smog risks are getting serious day by day. 

Everybody talks about smog risks, but he soon 

realizes that there is nothing he can do to avoid 

them. In this way, smog disasters seem to have 

serious negative impacts on our daily lives. 

Identifying public perceptions toward smog risks 

forms the basis for the successful implementation of 

government anti-smog policies. While smog 

continues to pose major threats to citizen’s health 

around the globe, very few studies have ever been 

performed to correctly detect and classify public 

perceptions of smog risks. Many governments have 

failed to reflect public perceptions of smog risks in 

their anti-smog policy making processes as well. 

Therefore, it is crucial for government authorities to 

correctly identify public perceptions toward smog 

before they make anti-smog policies.

2.2.2. Review of literature related to public 

perceptions of smog risks

Quite a few studies have been conducted to 

examine public perceptions toward smog risks. For 

instance, Bickerstaff et al. (2000) attempted to 

measure public perceptions toward the problems of 

air pollution. In order to achieve their research goals, 

they utilized questionnaire survey and in-depth 

interviews with citizen in Birmingham in the UK. 

Their study results show that public perceptions 

toward air pollution is far from universal. Therefore, 

they placed emphasis on the localization of air 

pollution risks to achieve the objectives of 

government environmental policies. However, their 

research has some limitations because questionnaire 

survey method that they used to measure public 

perceptions toward air pollution risks cannot reflect 

rapidly changing public opinion correctly. Semenza 

et al. (2008) tried to measure citizen’s perceptions 

and behavior changes with regard to air pollution. 

They measured air quality and took telephone 

interviews to collect research data. Their study 

results demonstrate that not advisories but public 

perceptions towards air pollution cause citizen’s 

behavioral change. However, they paid only 

attention to the cross-sectional aspects of public 

perceptions toward air pollution. Saksena (2011) 
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made an attempt to review the literature related to 

public perceptions of air pollution risks including 

smog risks. He utilized a Pressure-State-Response 

framework to attain his research purpose. His study 

results reveal that there is a big gap with public 

perceptions of government policy response. 

However, he didn't try to fill the gap in the literature 

by conducting empirical studies. Li et al. (2015) tried 

to explore international tourists’ perceptions toward 

smog in Beijing, China. They developed a scale to 

measure tourists’ perceptions toward smog risks. 

Then they tested relationships among such latent 

variables as smog risks, satisfaction, destination 

royalty, and risk perceptions. Their research results 

reveal that smog concern has effects on destination 

royalty both directly and indirectly. However, they 

ignored important variables such as service quality 

and consumer prices that influence on destination 

royalty greatly. Yang et al. (2016) tried to find the 

chemical properties of smog and its influences on 

human health. They conducted questionnaire 

survey using stratified sampling to measure public 

perceptions toward smog. Their research results 

indicate that people perceive automobiles, factories, 

and kitchen hums as the main sources of smog in 

Ningbo city, China. They concluded that studying 

public perceptions toward smog is necessary to cope 

with smog disasters effectively. Cheng et al. (2017) 

tried to examine citizen’s protective behavior in 

response to smog risks. They conducted survey in 

Heifei and Anhui, China to collect data regarding 

citizen’s perception toward smog risks. They used 

PCA (the Principal Component Analysis) to analyze 

collected data. Their study results show that hazard 

related variables have strong effects on willingness 

to adopt protective actions. However, they ignored 

risk perceptions’ role as a mediator in the model. 

That is, in this case structural equation modeling 

(SEM) should be utilized to measure the mediation 

effects of risk perceptions.

Some studies focused on people’s willingness to 

pay (WTP) for reducing the level of smog. For 

example, Sun et al. (2016b) made an attempt to 

estimate citizen’s willingness to pay for lowering 

smog risks in China. They utilized face-to-face 

survey method to collect data regarding WTP. They 

used the two-part model to measure citizen’s 

willingness to pay. Their study results reveal that 

around 90% of those surveyed are willing to pay for 

reducing the level of smog. However, since their 

study used face-to-face survey method, they 

cannot measure rapidly changing public opinion 

correctly. Sun et al. (2016a) tried to estimate the 

value of WTP and analyze its determinants. They 

utilized a CV method framework to achieve their 

research goals. And they used the bivariate sample 

selection method to estimate WTP for reducing the 

level of smog. Their research results indicate that 

nearly 15% of respondents do not willing to pay for 

lowering the level of smog. However, they only 

focused on the cross-sectional aspects of public 

perceptions concerning smog risks.

2.3. Topic modeling and public perceptions on 

smog

2.3.1. Topic modeling on public perceptions 

of smog

While smog problem is getting worse every day, 

only a few studies have addressed public 
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perceptions toward smog related risks on social 

media. For example, Sha et al. (2014) tried to 

estimate public sentiment with regard to air 

pollution. They extracted social media data from 

Chinese Weibo. Then they analyzed the data using 

SentiStrength algorithm along with a Chinese 

sentiment lexicon. Their study results indicate that 

overall public sentiment regarding smog risks tend 

to converge toward positive territory over time. 

However, they didn’t make an attempt to classify 

public perceptions toward smog risks using topic 

modeling. Chen et al. (2016) tried to predict smog 

disasters using social media data. They extracted 

smog related data from a Chinese social media called 

Sina Weibo. They used semantic reasoning to 

forecast smog risks. In that study, they tried to 

combine semantic reasoning with machine learning 

algorithms. Even though they used semantic 

reasoning to forecast smog risks in their analysis, 

they didn’t use topic modeling to classify smog 

related topics.

Chen et al. (2017) tried to predict smog related 

risks. That is, they utilized both social media data 

and physical sensor data to forecast smog risks in its 

early stage. Then they developed a prediction model 

based on artificial neutral networks (ANNs) to 

measure relationships between social and physical 

smog data and smog risks. Their study results 

demonstrate that the model using both social media 

data and physical sensor data can provide greater 

predictability than that using only one of them. 

Even though they used social media data in their 

analysis, they didn’t use topic modeling or 

sentiment analysis to measure public perceptions 

toward smog risks. 

This author’s literature review demonstrates that 

public perceptions toward smog risks play 

important parts in predicting smog related 

disasters. Most of the studies on public perceptions 

toward smog risks have been carried out using 

offline data. Many researchers used questionnaire 

methods or face-to-face interview methods to 

examine public perceptions toward smog risks. 

Those methods are likely to cost researchers a lot of 

time and money. Public perceptions toward smog 

tend to change over time and space. Today more and 

more people use social media to express their 

opinions regarding smog related risks and 

problems. It is very important for policy-makers to 

detect and classify public perceptions toward smog 

risks to make a reasonable anti-smog policy. 

However, few studies have ever been conducted to 

detect and classify public perceptions toward smog 

risks on Twitter. Few studies on perceptions toward 

smog have ever used topic modeling to detect smog 

related topics. Therefore, this research may be the 

first attempt to detect and classify public 

perceptions toward smog risks using Twitter data.

2.3.2. Topics in public perceptions of smog 

risks

Public perceptions toward smog risks can be 

categorized as (1) perceptions of smog sources (2) 

perceptions of smog level (3) perceptions of its 

health effects (4) perceptions of government smog 

policies and responses (Saksena 2011). When smog 

alerts are on, people tend to think its sources or 

causes first. While some people may perceive China 

as the main source of smog, others may view 

automobiles or factories as the main causes of it. 
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Public perceptions of smog risks are likely to change 

over time and space. Perceptions of smog level seem 

to have significant impact on activity patterns. For 

example, perceptions of smog level turned out to 

have significant effects on outdoor activities 

(Saksena 2011). When people think that smog level 

is high, they tend to refrain from doing outdoor 

activities. Otherwise, they are likely to do more 

outdoor activities. Perceptions toward the health 

effects of smog seem to play important roles in 

forming public perceptions toward smog in general. 

Whenever smog alerts are on, people tend to wear 

masks before going out. Everybody worries about 

the health effects of smog. Today many people tend 

to express their opinion toward the health effects of 

smog via Twitter frequently. Perceptions of 

government smog policies and responses are 

another area which draw public attention. When 

people begin to feel the health effects of smog, they 

tend to complain about inadequate government 

anti-smog policies and measures. 

3. Research Question

This study aims to detect and classify public 

opinion toward smog on Twitter using topic 

modeling. To help achieve these goals and to 

identify gaps in the literature, this research carried 

out a literature review on public perceptions toward 

smog risks and topic modeling. This author’s 

literature review demonstrates that there are 

considerable gaps in the existing literature. In order 

to fill the gaps in the literature, this study build the 

following five research questions.

Research Question 1: what are the most frequent 

terms with regard to smog? Are there any 

differences in the most frequent terms regarding 

smog between New York and London? 

Most frequent terms are the foundation of the text 

analysis including word cloud analysis and topic 

modeling. Since most frequent terms are likely to 

reflect public perceptions toward smog risks and 

regional environmental characteristics, this author 

assumes that there may be big differences in the 

most frequent terms regarding smog between New 

York and London.

Research Question 2: how are the most frequent 

terms connected to one another? Are there any 

differences in the shapes of the terms network 

between New York and London?

Some of the most frequent terms can be used in 

many tweets at the same time. The network of terms 

reflects the co-occurrences of words in lots of 

tweets. Now that the most frequent terms that 

people use in their tweets are different from city to 

city, this author assumes that there may be big 

differences in the shapes of the terms network 

between New York and London.

Research Question 3: what type of correlation 

does exist between smog and other frequent terms? 

Are there any differences in the type of correlation 

between New York and London?

Correlation among the most frequent words can 

reflect the co-occurrences of those words in 

multiple tweets. Since the most frequent terms are 

likely to be influenced by geographical location, this 

author assumes that there may be big differences in 

correlation between New York and London.

Research Question 4: how can different terms be 

clustered into smog-related topics? Are there any 
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differences in the types of smog-related topics 

between New York and London? 

Some words can be clustered into one topic, 

because they are used together in multiple tweets. 

Since the words that people use in their tweets are 

likely to reflect their perceptions toward smog risks 

and locational characteristics, this author assumes 

that there may be big differences in the types of 

smog-related topics between New York and 

London.

Research Question 5: how do different 

smog-related topics change over time? Are there 

any differences in smog-related topics changing 

patterns over time between New York and London? 

As public perceptions toward smog risks change 

over time and space, so do smog-related topics. Now 

that smog-related topics are likely to reflect public 

perceptions toward smog risks, this researcher 

assumes that there may be big differences in 

smog-related topics changing patterns over time 

between New York and London.

4. Methodology

4.1. Research design

In this research, this author developed five 

research questions to fill the gaps in the related 

literature. And then this study performed the 

following research procedures to answer those 

research questions. First, this research extracted 

10,000 tweets concerning smog risks from the 

Twitter server on March 17, 2017 using Twitter API 

and preprocessed them. Second, this author 

conducted word cloud analyses on the cleaned data 

to derive the most frequent terms. Third, this study 

built the network of terms to explain the 

co-occurrences of the most frequent terms in 

multiple tweets using the Rgraphviz package of R 

(Zhao 2013). Fourth, this author conducted 

correlation analysis to measure the association 

between smog and other frequent terms. Fifth, this 

study conducted hierarchical cluster analyses on 

the cleaned data to find how different terms are 

clustered into smog-related topics. Sixth, this 

author used topic modeling with the LDA to identify 

smog-related topics using the topicmodels 

packages of R. Finally, this research utilized stream 

graphs to demonstrate time series variation of 

smog-related topics.

4.2. Data collection

4.2.1. Authentication

To extract tweets regarding smog risks, this 

author created his Twitter account and Twitter 

application. Two R packages such as ROAuth and 

TwitteR were used to get authentication from 

Twitter. ROAuth package allows us to get 

authentication from the Twitter server and 

TwitterR package enables us to use an interface to 

the API. We can use the API to extract Twitter data 

on a certain topic in a specific location and language 

(Aldayel et al. 2016).

4.2.2. Extracting tweets

In this stage, this author used Twitter API to 

extract tweets concerning smog risks from the 

Twitter server. The desired tweets extraction 

procedures were conducted on March 17, 2017. This 
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author utilized searchTwitter function of TwitterR 

package to get Twitter data on smog risks. This 

study chose New York and London as its sample. For 

each city, the number of tweets extracted was set to 

5,000. This author utilized coordinates and radius as 

the strings of geocode to extract 5,000 tweets 

regarding smog risks posted from each city. For 

example, to get 5,000 tweets regarding smog risks 

from New York, its coordinates (40.730610, 

-73.935242) and radius (100 mile) were utilized as 

its geocode strings. To extract 5,000 tweets 

concerning smog risks posted from London, this 

author used its coordinates (51.508530, -0.076132) 

and radius (100 mile) as its geocode strings as well.

4.3. Preprocessing data

In this stage, this author preprocessed the data for 

word cloud analysis, hierarchical cluster analysis, 

and topic modeling. That is, this research removed 

all numbers, all hashtags, all html links, all retweets, 

all tabs, all punctuations, all blank spaces at the 

beginning, all blank spaces at the end, all speech 

effects, all mentions(@ID), all stop words, and all 

newline characters to improve the quality of 

extracted data. And then this study converted all 

terms to lower case by using the tolower function of 

R. Finally, stemming procedures were carried out to 

get rid of all affixes using R’S SnowballC package.

4.4. Data analysis

4.4.1. Word cloud analysis

This research built a term-document-matrix to 

derive the most frequent terms from each city in the 

sample. A term-document-matrix describes words 

frequencies which occurs in documents. This 

author used R’s tm package to build the 

term-document-matrix. Then this research 

created word clouds for public perceptions toward 

smog risks using wordcloud package of R.

4.4.2. Creating the network of terms

This study built the network of terms to explain 

the co-occurrences of the most frequent terms in 

multiple tweets using the Rgraphviz package of R. 

In the network of terms, thick line shows that two 

connected terms co-occur in multiple tweets.

4.4.3. Correlation analysis

This research conducted correlation analysis to 

measure the association between smog and other 

frequent terms. To measure the correlation between 

smog and other frequent terms, this author built a 

document-term-matrix. Then findAssocs function 

of R was utilized to calculate the correlation 

between smog and other frequent terms.

4.4.4. Hierarchical cluster analysis

This author carried out hierarchical cluster 

analyses on the cleaned data to discover how 

different terms are clustered into smog-related 

topics. This research removed sparse terms using 

the removeSparseTerms function of R. Then this 

study measured the distances with dist() function. 

The hclust() function was utilized to cluster terms 

and rect.hclust was used to draw dendrograms. The 

Ward agglomeration method was used to cluster 
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Rank New York London

1 rt airpocalypse

2 smog cap

3 air event

4 pollute ice

5 this link

6 EPA melt

7 new research

8 bad reveal

9 china smog

10 place rt

Table 1. The most frequent terms regarding smog
risks for New York and Laondon

terms into topics.

4.4.5. Topic modeling

This author used topic modeling with the LDA to 

identify smog-related topics. Then this research 

counted the number of tweets in each topic and 

created stream graphs to demonstrate time series 

variation of smog related topics (Zhao 2013). Such 

R packages as data.time package and topicmodels 

package were utilized to identify smog-related 

topics and create stream graphs.

5. Result

5.1. Research Question 1

Research question 1 is about whether there are 

big differences in the most frequent terms between 

New York and London. Table 1 demonstrates the 

most frequent terms for New York and London.

The word cloud analysis shows that the 

smog-related terms people in New York used most 

frequently on Twitter are rt, smog, air, pollute, this, 

EPA, new, new, bad, china and place. New Yorkers’ 

perceptions toward smog risks seem to cluster 

around such topics as smog sources (china, air, 

smog), smog level (pollute, bad), and government 

policies and responses (EPA). However, Londoners 

use different kinds of the most frequent terms to 

express themselves regarding smog risks on 

Twitter. The smog-related words people in London 

use most frequently on Twitter turn out to be 

airpocalypse, cap, event, ice, link, melt, research, 

reveal, smog, and rt. The results of this study 

demonstrate that Londoners perceptions toward 

smog risks seem to center on such topics as smog 

sources (smog), health effects (airpocalypse), and 

weather effect (ice, melt, research, reveal).

Judging from the above results, there appear to be 

big differences in the most frequent terms between 

New York and London.

5.2. Research Question 2

Research question 2 is about whether there are 

big differences in the shapes of the terms network 

between New York and London. Figure 1 and Figure 

2 show the network of terms for New York and 

London respectively.

As can be seen in Figure 1, there are many thick 

lines in the network of terms for New York. Thick 

lines in the network of terms indicate that two 

connected terms co-occur in multiple tweets (Zhao 

2013). There are thick lines between bad and EPA, 

between this and EPA, between bad and 

environment, between EPA and protect, between 

protect and place, between protect and environment, 

between need and protect, between need and 
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Figure 1. The network of terms for New York

Figure 2. The network of terms for London

environment, and between protect and this. The 

above results demonstrate that there seem to be 

many tweets regarding bad EPA, this EPA, 

protecting environment, protecting place, and 

protecting this place. Figure 1 shows that New 

Yorkers’ perceptions toward smog risks are centered 

around government environmental policies.

Figure 2 indicates that there are several thick 

lines in the network of terms for London. There 

seem to be thick lines between research and reveal, 

between research and link, between research and 

china, between research and event, between 

research and aipocalypse, between research and 

smog, between reveal and smog, between reveal and 
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Frequent terms for 
New York

Correlation coefficients 
Frequent terms for 

London
Correlation coefficients

kill 0.25 cap 0.26

bad 0.25 ice 0.26

environment 0.25 research 0.26

remember  0.24 reveal 0.26

place  0.24 event 0.21

need 0.24 airpocalypse 0.20

protect 0.21 melt 0.20

Table 2. Correlation coefficients between smog and other frequent terms

Figure 3. Cluster dendrogram for New York Figure 4. Cluster dendrogram for London

china, between reveal and event, between reveal 

and link, between reveal and airpocalypse, between 

link and china, between link and event, between 

link and airpocalypse, between event and china, 

between event and airpocalypse, and between china 

and airpocalypse. The results of this study 

demonstrate that there appear to be a lot of tweets 

regarding airpocalypse. Figure 2 indicates that 

Londoners’ perceptions toward smog risks are 

centered around smog sources and its health effects. 

Judging from the results in Figure 1 and Figure 2, 

there seem to be big differences in the shapes of the 

terms network between New York and London.

5.3. Research Question 3

Research question 3 is about whether there are 

big differences in the type of correlation between 

New York and London. Table 2 demonstrates 

Correlation coefficients between smog and other 

frequent terms for New York and London.

All of the seven most frequent terms seem to have 

somewhat high correlation with smog(r>0.20). The 

top correlated terms with smog for New Yorkers 
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turn out to be kill, bad, environment, remember, 

place, need, and protect. That is, many people in 

New York tend to use such phrases as “smog kills”, 

“bad smog”, “remember smog”, and “need to protect 

environment or place” in the same tweet.

However, Londoners use quite different terms 

along with smog in same tweet. Top seven 

correlated terms with smog for Londoners prove to 

be cap, ice, research, reveal, event, airpocalypse, and 

melt (r> 0.20). Therefore, the results of this study 

indicate that there are big differences in the type of 

correlation between New York and London.

5.4. Research Question 4

Research question 4 is about whether there are 

big differences in the types of smog-related topics 

between New York and London. Figure 3 and Figure 

4 shows cluster dendrograms for New York and 

London.

Figure 3 demonstrates eight smog-related topics 

for New York. Terms such as theyr, satisfi, pledge, 

govern, parent, Chinese, blue, sky, say, WSJ, and as 

are clustered into the first topic, indicating that 

there are multiple tweets regarding Chinese 

government’s pledge of blue sky. Therefore, the first 

topic can be labeled as public perceptions toward 

smog source. Such words as EPA, this, need, place, 

bad, environment, protect, put, and, alepotenza are 

clustered into the second topic. This cluster of terms 

implies that there are many tweets in which people 

want EPA to protect their places and environment. 

Thus, this topic seems to be related with public 

perceptions toward government policies and 

actions. Figure 3 reveals that there is only one term 

(smog) in the third topic.

Terms such as nytimes, new, filthi, it, york, once, 

touch, time, and upon are clustered into the fifth 

topic. This topic seems to be associated with the 

New York Times’s coverage about smog effects on 

city landscapes. Thus, this cluster can be labeled as 

public perceptions toward smog’s effects on urban 

landscapes. Terms such as citi, remember, kill, 

could, and where belong to the sixth cluster. Terms 

in this cluster imply that there are many tweets in 

which people perceive that smog can kill people 

everywhere. Therefore, this cluster can be named as 

public perceptions toward smog’s health effects as 

well. Figure 3 shows that there is only one term (rt) 

in seventh topic. Words such as china, turn, air, and 

pollute are clustered into the eighth topic. Judging 

from this research results, there seem to be many 

tweets in which people perceive china as the main 

source of smog. Thus, this cluster can be named as 

public perceptions toward smog source.

Figure 4 reveals eight smog-related topics for 

London. Terms such as citi, thank, smart, free, 

Sunday, chelseamcc, classic, share, sroosegaard, 

project, and video are clustered into the first topic. 

This cluster of terms implies that there are quite a 

few tweets regarding smog free project in china. 

This cluster of words is closely related with public 

perceptions regarding anti-smog policies and 

actions. Hence, this cluster of terms can be labeled 

as public perceptions regarding anti-smog policies 

and actions. Words such as la, death, theesothsid, 

post, nigga, inhale, weather, breath, like and one are 

grouped into the second topic. Terms in this cluster 

reveal that there are multiple tweets concerning 

public perceptions on smog’s health effects. That is, 
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Topics Terms

Topic 1 smog / rt / remind / pollute / air / problem / get / u / LA / not

Topic 2 smog / rt / China / pollute / diamond / design / change / us / turn / Dutch

Topic 3 smog / rt / air / turn / Beijing / pollute / jewelries / purifi / nytimes / the

Topic 4 smog / citi / remember / kill / could / where / I / rt / EPA / NYC

Topic 5 say / as / sky / Chinese / blue / turn / govern / parent / pledge / satisfied

Topic 6 EPA / smog / need / bad / protect / this / place / rt / environment / put

Topic 7 air / rt / fastcoexist / this / filter / grown / hairi / honeysuckle / overs / smogsuck

Topic 8 air / new / rt / york / once / time / upon / filthi / it

Table 3. The results of the topic modeling with LDK for New York

words in this cluster imply that inhaling smog can 

have serious negative effect on people’s health. 

Figure 4 shows that there is only one term (rt) in the 

third topic. Such terms as global, warm, and 

guardianeco are clustered into the fourth topic. 

Terms in this cluster imply that there are multiple 

tweets regarding global warming. This cluster is 

associated with public perceptions toward global 

warming. Words such as London, air, and pollute are 

grouped into the fifth topic. Terms in this topic 

indicate that there are many tweets regarding 

polluted air. Therefore, this cluster can be named as 

public perceptions toward the level of smog risks. 

Figure 4 shows that there is only one term (smog) 

in the sixth topic. Such terms as research, link, 

event, and airpocalypse are clustered into the 

seventh topic. Words in this cluster imply that there 

are many tweets regarding research results of smog 

risks (airpocalypse). This cluster can be named as 

public perceptions toward smog research results. 

Words such as China, guardian, melt, ice, and cap are 

grouped into the eighth topic. Terms in this topic 

imply that many people perceive that smog is closely 

associated with melting ice cap (global warming). 

Judging from the results in Figure 3 and Figure 4, 

there seem to be big differences in the types of 

smog-related topics between New York and 

London.

5.5. Research Question 5

Research question 5 is about whether there are 

big differences in smog-related topics changing 

patterns over time between New York and London. 

Table 3 shows the results of the topic modeling 

with LDK for New York. In this research, this author 

used the topic modeling with LDK to detect and 

classify public perceptions toward smog risks on 

Twitter. That is, as can be seen in Table 3 and Table 

4, this author classified public perceptions toward 

smog risks into 8 topics. Terms such as smog, rt, 

remind, pollute, air, problem, get, u, LA, and not are 

classified into topic 1.

Topic 1 seems to be closely associated with public 

perceptions toward the internal sources of smog 

risks. Therefore, this topic can be labeled as the 

internal sources of smog risks. Words in this topic 

imply that there are a lot of tweets regarding the 

internal smog sources such as polluted air. Such 

words as smog, rt, China, pollute, diamond, design, 
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Topics Terms

Topic 1 smog / rt / London / across / Avant garde / French / jazz / lounge

Topic 2 smog / rt / China / world / coal / social / London / heavi

Topic 3 smog / pollute / live / get / set / the listen / now play

Topic 4 smog / like / one / rt / breath / weather / death / LA

Topic 5 smog / climate change / mani / global / air quality / problem

Topic 6 smog / air / rt / hand / pollute / busi / change / climate

Topic 7 link / airpocalypse / event / research / reveal / rt / smog / warm

Topic 8 China / ice / cap / melt / guardian / smog / rt / air

Table 4. The results of the topic modeling with LDK for London

change, us, turn, and Dutch are clustered into topic 

2. Topic 2 appears to be related with public 

perceptions toward the external sources of smog 

risks. Hence, this topic can be named as the external 

sources of smog risks. In light of the above results, 

this author can conjecture that there are multiple 

tweets regarding air pollution and smog in China. 

Words such as smog, rt, air, turn, Beijing, pollute, 

jewelries, purifi, nytimes, and the are grouped into 

topic 3. Now that most of the terms in this topic are 

closely related with public perceptions toward the 

external sources of smog risks, this topic can be 

labeled as the external sources of smog risks as well. 

Terms in this topic imply that many New Yorkers 

perceive China as the main sources of Smog. Such 

terms as smog, citi, remember, kill, could, where, I, 

rt, EPA, and NYC are clustered into Topic 4. Topic 

4 seems to be closely associated with public 

perceptions toward the health effects of smog. Thus, 

this topic can be named as the health effects of 

smog. Considering the above results, it is clear that 

there are a lot of tweets in which people worry about 

the health effects of smog.

Such words as say, as, sky, Chinese, blue, turn, 

govern, parent, pledge, and satisfied belong to topic 

5. Topic 5 appears to be closely associated with 

public perceptions toward foreign government 

smog policies and responses. Therefore, this topic 

can be labeled as public perceptions toward foreign 

government smog policies. In light of the results in 

Table 3, this author can conjecture that people in 

New York are very interested in foreign government 

anti-smog policies, because smog can affect global 

air quality. Terms such as EPA, smog, need, bad, 

protect, this, place, rt, environment, and put are 

classified into topic 6. Topic 6 seems to be related 

with public opinion on the government smog 

policies and responses. Hence, this topic can be 

named as public perceptions toward the 

government smog policies and responses. 

Considering the results in Table 3, this author can 

assume that there are a lot of tweets in which people 

want EPA to protect New York and its environment 

from smog risks. Such words as air, rt, fastcoexist, 

this, filter, grown, hairi, honeysuckle, overs, and 

smogsuck are clustered into topic 7. Topic 7 appears 

to be closely associated with public perceptions 

toward the level of smog. Thus, this topic can be 

labeled as public perceptions toward the level of 

smog. Terms in this topic imply that there are many 
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Figure 5. Stream graph for New York

tweets complaining about smog risks. Such words 

as air, new, rt, york, once, time, upon, filthi, and it are 

classified into topic 8. This topic seems to be related 

with public perceptions toward the level of smog as 

well. Hence, this topic can be named as public 

perceptions toward the level of smog. Considering 

the results in Table 3, this author can assume that 

there are many tweets in which people complain 

about the seriousness of smog risks.

Figure 5 shows stream graph for New York. 

Stream graph is very useful for showing the 

fluctuation of each topic over time. As can be seen 

in Figure 5, some topics have grown very rapidly on 

a particular date. For example, there was a big 

fluctuation in the number of tweets regarding topic 

6 between March 8 and March 10. While topic 3 had 

been a dominating topic from March 9 to March 11, 

topic 10 had been a winner from March 11 to March 

13. There was a big change in the number of tweets 

with regard to topic 4 between March 11 and March 

17. In the case of topic 1, the number of tweets has 

rapidly changed from March 6 and March 18.

Table 4 shows the results of the topic modeling 

with LDK for London. Such terms as smog, rt, 

London, across, Avant garde, French, jazz, and 

lounge are classified into topic 1. Topic 1 doesn’t 

seem to be associated with public perceptions 

toward smog risks. It is related with the British rock 

star Smog Veil. Terms such as smog, rt, China, world, 

coal, social, London, and heavi are clustered into 

topic 2. Now that topic 2 seems to be closely 

associated with public perceptions toward smog 

sources, this topic can be named as the sources of 

smog. That is, Londoners seem to regard  China and 

coal as the sources of smog. Such words as smog, 

pollute, live, get, set, the listen, and now play are 

classified into topic 3. Words in this topic imply that 

there are multiple tweets regarding public 

perceptions toward the level of smog. Therefore, 

this topic can be labeled as public perceptions 

toward the level of smog. Such terms as smog, like, 

one, rt, breath, weather, death, and LA belong to 

topic 4. Topic 4 appears to be quite different from 

topic 3. In light of the above results, this author can 
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Figure 6. Stream graph for London

conjecture that there a lot of tweets in which people 

worry about the health effects of smog. Therefore, 

this topic can be labeled as public perceptions 

toward the health effects of smog.

Words such as smog, climate change, mani, global, 

air quality, and problem are classified into topic 5. 

Topic 5 seems to be closely associated with smog’s 

effects on global climate. That is, terms in this topic 

imply that many people in London perceive smog as 

the cause of global climate change. Hence, this topic 

can be labeled as smog’s effects on global climate. 

Such terms as smog, air, rt, hand, pollute, busi, 

change, and climate are clustered into topic 6. Topic 

6 appears to be related with public perceptions 

toward smog’s effects on climate change as well. 

Considering the results in Table 4, this study can 

assume that there are multiple tweets in which 

people complain about smog and climate change. 

Therefore, topic 6 can be labeled as smog’s effects 

on climate change as well. Terms such as link, 

airpocalypse, event, research, reveal, rt, smog, and 

warm are grouped into topic 7. Topic 7 seems to be 

closely associated with public perception toward 

smog’s effects on global warming. Terms in this 

topic suggest that many Londoners perceive smog 

as the main cause of global warming. Thus, this topic 

can be named as public perception toward smog’s 

effects on global warming. Such words as China, ice, 

cap, melt, guardian, smog, rt, and air are classified 

into topic 8. Words in this topic imply that there are 

many tweets in which people perceive China as the 

main source of smog. Hence, this topic can be 

labeled as public perceptions toward the main 

source of smog.

Figure 6 shows stream graph for London. As can 

be seen Figure 6, there seemed to be fluctuations in 

the number of tweets regarding some topics. For 

example, there was a couple of fluctuations in the 

number of tweets regarding topic 7 between March 

15 and March 16. That is, on March 15 the number 

of tweets regarding topic 7 had rapidly increased 

and declined very sharply. On March 15 there seem 

to be a big change in the number of tweets regarding 

topic 7 again. These changes in the number of 
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tweets regarding topic 7 appear to be largely due to 

the research report on smog released on the same 

day. There seemed to be some changes in the 

number of tweets concerning topic 4 between 

March 13 and March 15. However, there were little 

changes in the number of tweets regarding other 

topics. Judging from the results in Figure 5 and 

Figure 6, there appear to be big differences in 

smog-related topics changing patterns over time 

between New York and London.

6. Discussions

6.1. Research Question 1

The most frequent terms are thought to be the 

basis of the text analysis. They are likely to reflect 

public perceptions toward specific issues. In this 

study, this author assumed that there may be big 

differences in the most frequent terms regarding 

smog risks between New York and London. As 

expected, the results of this research show that 

there are big differences in the most frequent terms 

concerning smog risks between New York and 

London. For instance, New Yorkers’ perceptions 

toward smog risks appear to be clustered around 

such topics as smog sources (china, air, smog), smog 

level (pollute, bad), and government policies and 

responses (EPA).

However, Londoners perceptions toward smog 

risks seem to center on such topics as smog sources 

(smog), health effects (airpocalypse), and weather 

effect (ice, melt, research, reveal). From the results 

of this research, it can be implied that every city in 

the world has its own smog-related problems which 

are certain to have effects on public perceptions 

toward smog risks. To overcome smog risks 

effectively, it is crucial for environmental policy 

makers to examine public perceptions toward smog 

risks exactly. Topic modeling and word cloud 

analysis can provide the effective means of 

measuring public perceptions toward smog risks.

6.2. Research Question 2

Research Question 2 is regarding the network of 

term. Terms network is likely to reflect the 

co-occurrences of terms in multiple tweets. In this 

research, this author assumed that there may be big 

differences in the shapes of terms network between 

New York and London. As expected, the results of 

this study demonstrate that there are big 

differences in the shapes of terms network between 

New York and London. For example, New Yorkers’ 

perceptions toward smog risks are centered around 

government environmental policies. That is, there 

appear to be thick lines between bad and EPA, 

between bad and environment, between EPA and 

protect, between protect and place, between 

protect and environment, and between need and 

protect. However, Londoners’ perceptions toward 

smog risks are centered around smog sources and 

its health effects. That is, there appear to be thick 

lines between research and reveal, between 

research and china, between research and smog, 

between reveal and china, between reveal and 

airpocalypse, and between link and china. From the 

results of this study, it can be suggested that the 

shapes of terms network can be affected by 

geographical location. Each term in the network 
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seems to reflect public perceptions toward smog 

risks. Hence, the shape of terms network can be the 

epitome of public perceptions of smog risks. 

Therefore, it is crucial for policy makers to use the 

network of terms to detect public perceptions 

toward smog risks.

6.3. Research Question 3

Association among the most frequent terms can 

reflect the co-occurrences of those words in 

multiple tweets. Thick lines in the network of terms 

means high correlation between terms. In this 

study, this author supposed that there may be big 

differences in the type of correlation between New 

York and London. As can be seen in Table 2, the 

results of this study reveal that there are big 

differences in type of association between New 

York and London. For instance, the top seven 

correlated words with smog for New Yorkers prove 

to be kill, bad, environment, remember, place, need, 

and protect (r > 0.20). However, people in London 

tend to use very different words along with smog in 

same tweet. Top correlated terms with smog for 

Londoners turn out to be cap, ice, research, reveal, 

event, airpocalypse, and melt (r > 0.20). When people 

tweet regarding a specific issue, they usually use 

multiple terms in their tweets. Some terms are likely 

to co-occur in multiple tweets. Co-occurred terms 

in multiple tweets tend to reflect public perceptions 

toward a specific issue. Smog risks is no exception. 

Therefore, it is important for us to find top 

correlated terms with smog to detect public 

perceptions toward smog risks exactly.

6.4. Research Question 4

Public perceptions toward smog risks can be 

clustered into different topics. Each topic is 

composed of a group of related words which reflect 

public perceptions toward a specific aspect of smog 

risks. In this research, this author assumed that 

there may be big differences in the types of 

smog-related topics between New York and 

London. However, the results of this study partially 

support this author’s assumption. For instance, New 

Yorkers’ perceptions toward smog risks appear to 

be composed of perceptions toward smog sources, 

perceptions toward smog policies and actions, 

perceptions toward the health effect of smog 1, 

perceptions toward smog’s effects on urban 

landscape, and perceptions toward the health effect 

of smog 2. However, Londoners’ perceptions toward 

smog risks seem to be made up of perceptions 

toward smog policies and actions, perceptions 

toward the health effect of smog, perceptions 

toward global warming 1, perceptions toward the 

level of smog, perceptions toward research results, 

and perceptions toward global warming 2. In light 

of the above results, this author can conjecture that 

even though there are some differences in certain 

aspect of public perceptions, there exist 

considerable similarities in perceptions toward 

smog policies and perceptions toward the health 

effect of smog between New York and London. As 

can be seen from the results of this study, every city 

in the world seems to have both locally-oriented 

smog problems and globally-oriented smog 

problems which are sure to influence on public 
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perceptions on smog risks. Therefore, it is necessary 

that we should use both micro approaches and 

macro approaches to detect public perceptions 

toward smog risks exactly.

6.5. Research Question 5

In this research, this author assumed that there 

may be big differences in smog-related topics 

changing patterns over time between New York and 

London. As expected, the results of this study 

indicate that there are big differences in 

smog-related topics changing patterns between 

New York and London. In the case of New York, 

some topics have grown sharply on a particular date. 

For example, there was a big change in the number 

of tweets regarding topic 6 between March 8 and 

March 10. As for London, there appeared to be 

fluctuations in the number of tweets regarding 

some topics. For instance, there was a couple of 

fluctuations in the number of tweets regarding topic 

7 between March 15 and March 16. As can be seen 

above, public perceptions toward smog risks are 

likely to change over time. When a smog-related 

incident happens, public perceptions toward smog 

tend to fluctuate. Both global incidents and local 

incidents are likely to have impacts on public 

perceptions toward smog risks, which can in turn 

influence on smog-related topics changing 

patterns. Therefore, it is important that government 

policy makers and scholars should analyze 

smog-related topic changing patterns exactly to 

understand the nature of public perceptions toward 

smog risks.

7. Conclusion

This study aimed to detect and classify public 

opinions toward smog on Twitter using topic 

modeling. To help attain these goals and to find gaps 

in the literature, this study performed a literature 

review on public perceptions toward smog risks and 

topic modeling. This author’s literature review 

revealed that there are considerable gaps in the 

related literature. In this study, this author 

developed five research questions to fill the gaps in 

the existing body of knowledge. And then this study 

carried out such research procedures as data 

extraction, word cloud analysis on the cleaned data, 

building the network of terms, correlation analysis, 

hierarchical cluster analysis, topic modeling with 

the LDA, and stream graphs to answer those 

research questions.

 In Research Question 1, it was presumed that 

there may be big differences in the most frequent 

words concerning smog between New York and 

London. As assumed, the results of this research 

showed that there exist huge differences in the most 

frequent words regarding smog risks between New 

York and London. In Research Question 2, this 

author assumed that there may be big differences in 

the shapes of terms network between New York and 

London. As presumed, the results of this study 

demonstrated that there exist huge differences in 

the shapes of terms network between New York and 

London. In Research Question 3, this author 

supposed that there may be big differences in the 

type of correlation between New York and London. 

As expected, the results of this study revealed that 
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there exist huge differences in the type of 

correlation between New York and London. In 

Research Question 4, this author assumed that there 

may be big differences in the types of smog-related 

topics between New York and London. However, the 

results of this study partially supported this 

author’s assumption. In Research Question 5, this 

author assumed that there may be big differences in 

smog-related topics changing patterns over time 

between New York and London. As assumed, the 

results of this study indicated that there exist huge 

differences in smog-related topics changing 

patterns between New York and London. As can be 

seen from the results of this study, this author could 

find positive answers to the four of the five research 

questions and a partially positive answer to 

Research question 4.

There are some fields in which this research can 

contribute to the existing body of knowledge. Many 

of the studies on public perceptions toward smog 

have been performed using offline data. Previous 

studies utilized questionnaire surveys or interview 

methods to measure public opinions toward smog. 

Traditional techniques are sure to cost researchers 

lots of time and money to collect data. Today a lot of 

people use Twitter or Facebook to express their 

perceptions toward smog risks. Public opinions 

toward smog are likely to change over time. 

Traditional techniques can’t detect the fluctuations 

of public perceptions toward smog risks rapidly. 

However, few studies have ever been carried out to 

detect and classify public opinions toward smog 

risks on Twitter. Few studies have ever utilized 

topic modeling with LDK to detect and classify 

public opinions toward smog risks. Therefore, this 

study may be the first attempt to detect and classify 

public opinions toward smog risks using Twitter 

data. And this research may be the first try to 

analyze smog-related topics changing patterns 

over time. 

Based on the results of this study, this author 

suggested the effective means of measuring public 

perceptions toward smog risks. First, it was advised 

that topic modeling and word cloud analysis should 

be used to detect public perceptions toward smog 

risks. Topic modeling and word cloud analysis can be 

a reasonable alternative to traditional techniques 

such as questionnaire survey and interview method 

which cost researcher huge money and time. Second, 

it is suggested that policy makers should use network 

of terms to detect public perceptions toward smog 

risks. Words in the network are likely to reflect public 

opinions toward smog. Hence, the shape of words 

network can be the epitome of public opinions of 

smog risks. Third, it is advised that government 

policy makers should find top correlated terms with 

smog to detect public perceptions toward smog risks 

exactly. Some words tend to co-occur in many 

tweets. Co-occurred words in many tweets are likely 

to reflect people’s opinions toward smog risks. Forth, 

it is suggested that policy makers use both micro 

approaches and macro approaches to measure public 

opinions toward smog exactly. Every city seems to 

have both locally-oriented smog problems and 

globally-oriented smog problems which are sure to 

have effects on public opinions toward smog risks. 

Finally, it is advised that government policy makers 

should detect smog-related topic changing 

patterns exactly to cope with smog risks effectively. 

Accidents are likely to have impacts on public 
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opinions toward smog risks, which can in turn affect 

smog-related topics changing patterns. When a 

smog-related incident happens, public perceptions 

toward smog tend to fluctuate. Both global incidents 

and local incidents are likely to have impacts on 

public perceptions toward smog risks, which can in 

turn influence on smog-related topics changing 

patterns. Therefore, it is important that government 

policy makers and scholars should analyze 

smog-related topic changing patterns exactly to 

understand the nature of public perceptions toward 

smog risks.

This study has some limitations which need to be 

resolved in future research. First, this study only 

used Twitter data to detect and classify public 

perceptions toward smog risks. Today many people 

in the world use social media such as Facebook and 

Instagram to express their own opinions regarding 

a specific topic. Only using Twitter data can cause 

the representativeness problem of sample. 

Therefore, in future study, other social media data 

should be utilized to detect and classify public 

perceptions toward smog risks correctly. Second, 

this research analyzed only the ten-day period 

changing patterns of public perceptions toward 

smog risks. Therefore, it was difficult for this author 

to detect public perceptions changing patterns 

exactly. Hence, in future research, long-period data 

should be used to detect the changing patterns of 

public perceptions toward smog risks correctly.
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초 록

본 연구의 주된 목적은 토픽 모델링(topic modeling)을 이용하여 트위터 상에서 스모그 리스크
(smog risks)에 관한 대중 인식(public perceptions)을 측정하고 분류하는 것이다. 선행연구에 있어서 
연구 갭(research gap)을 확인하기 위하여 본 연구는 스모그 리스크와 토픽 모델링에 대한 선행연구
를 검토하였다. 그 결과 본 저자는 기존의 연구에서 상당한 연구 갭이 존재하고 있음을 확인하였으며, 
이러한 연구 갭을 메우기 위해 다섯 개의 연구 질문을 설정하였다. 연구 질문들에 답을 구하기 위하여 
본 연구는 10,000개의 트위터 자료를 추출하였고, 이에 대하여 워드 클라우드 분석(word cloud 
analysis), 상관분석, LDA를 이용한 토픽 모델링, 스트림그래프(stream graph), 위계적 집락분석
(hierarchical cluster analysis)을 실시하였다. 분석 결과 자주 언급되는 단어들(the most frequent 
terms), 단어네트워크(terms network)의 형태, 상관관계의 유형, 스모그 관련 주제의 변동패턴에 있
어서 뉴욕과 런던 사이에 큰 차이가 있음을 확인하였다. 그리하여 본 저자는 다섯 개의 연구 질문 
중 네 개에 대하여 긍정적인 답을 구할 수 있었고, 이를 토대로 몇 가지 정책적 시사점을 제시하고, 
향후 연구를 위한 제안들을 하였다.

주요어：대중인식, 스모그 리스크, 토픽모델링, LDA, 스트림그래프


